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Château Léoville Barton
45 hectares: 72% Cabernet Sauvignon / 20% Merlot / 8% Cabernet Franc
Average production: 250’000 bottles

Léoville Barton is one of St Julien’s top estates and a fully signed up member of the ‘Super Seconds’ - the group of Cru Classé
properties that are considered to be the very best examples of red Bordeaux (excepting the first growths). This stellar château
is a long time favourite of British Claret drinkers and continues to go from strength to strength under the leadership of Anthony
Barton, the latest in a family line that has been involved in the Bordeaux wine trade since the early 18th century.
Thomas Barton arrived in Bordeaux from Ireland back in 1722 and within a few years he had set up a trading company shipping wine back to the emerald
isle. Business was good and before long Thomas invested in an estate, buying Château Le Boscq in 1745 and firmly establishing the Barton family in the HautMédoc. By the end of the century it was his grandson Hugh Barton that was in charge, although the outbreak of the French Revolution required him to leave
the country while his friend and associate Daniel Guestier kept a watchful eye on the family’s estate.

Once hostilities had receded Hugh returned to Bordeaux and decided to expand the family’s holdings, starting with the purchase of Château Langoa Barton
in 1821 which was followed by Léoville Barton in 1826. In actual fact Hugh had purchased part of the original Léoville estate in 1822 at an auction with the
intention of reselling to the Marquis de Las Cases (the estate’s original owner) who had it confiscated during the revolution. The Marquis was unable to meet
the asking price so Hugh re-christened it Léoville Barton and added it to the family’s holdings. The rest of the Léoville estate did return to the Las Cases family,
with part of it coming under the ownership of the son Jean-Pierre (Léoville Las Cases) and the remainder going to the daughter Jeanne (Léoville Poyferré).
Hugh Barton passed away in 1854, but his legacy was cemented a year later when Léoville Barton was designated as a deuxième cru in the famous 1855
classification.

LÉOVILLE BARTON

THE ESTATE

The 20th century began with another Barton at the helm but by 1927 Bertram Hugh Barton had been killed in a hunting accident and it was left to the young
Ronald Barton to assume control. He went on to manage the family business for more than half a century, save for a few years of World War II when the ever
reliable Guestier family were on hand to keep things running smoothly. Ronald invested all of his energy into maintaining and improving the reputation of
Léoville and Langoa Barton, presiding over many great vintages during the 40s, 50s and 60s.
It was during this period that Ronald’s nephew Anthony moved to Bordeaux and began working at the family negocient business Barton & Guestier. While the
youngest member of the Barton clan was cutting his teeth at the sharp end of the Bordeaux wine trade his uncle kept him away from getting his hands dirty
in the vineyards, wanting him to concentrate on the sales and marketing side of the business. Without anyone to keep an eye on modern developments at the
other top châteaux in the area the 1970s saw Léoville Barton’s reputation slip behind competing estates like Léoville Las Cases.

By this time Anthony was running his own negocient business, as he had been sacked from
his position at Barton & Guestier in 1967 after Seagrams had taken a controlling interest
in the firm. As a trader in the finest wines of Bordeaux, Anthony was dealing in claret from
all of the region’s top estates - with the exception of Langoa and Léoville Barton, which he
was banned from selling due to a contract of exclusivity signed with the Barton & Guestier
firm! So it wasn’t until Anthony took over the reins from his uncle in 1983 that the family
estates gave Anthony any income and he set about making improvements that would push
the quality of wine at both châteaux to new heights.

One of Anthony’s most important decisions was to hire a new régisseur to manage the properties, bringing the highly rated Michel Raoult from neighbouring
Château Lagrange. The 80s also witnessed a program of modernisation at the winery, which is actually at Langoa rather than Léoville Barton. The château
pictured on the Léoville labels is Langoa and because the Barton family had lived at Langoa ever since Léoville was purchased, there was never any reason
to build another residence. Indeed, the Barton’s tenure at their two properties is the longest continuous ownership of any château in Bordeaux and with
Anthony’s daughter Lillian an important member of the team, that dynasty is set to continue.
Located in the heart of the St Julien commune in a prime spot by the River Gironde, Léoville Barton is the southernmost of the properties that used to
make up the Léoville estate owned by the Marquis de Las Cases.

LÉOVILLE BARTON

FLIGHT ONE

La Réserve de Léoville Barton
The second wine at the property is ‘La Réserve de Léoville Barton’,
regularly perceived to be one of the best wines of its kind in Bordeaux.
Usually around 20% of the wine made at the château is declassified
into La Réserve, which offers (like the Grand Vin) some of the best
value drinking in the region.
Tonight we will taste from two very hot vintages - the scorching 2003 and widely admired 1990. Both years produced wines that were warmly
received by the critics (Robert Parker is a big fan of both vintages) and should make for an interesting comparison thanks to the 13 year gap in
their development.

			
Available

1: 2003 La Réserve de Léoville Barton				
13% ABV

2		

2: 1990 La Réserve de Léoville Barton				
12% ABV

2		

Retail price Tasting special
bottle price
£31.95

£28.76

£70.00

£67.50

LÉOVILLE BARTON

FLIGHT TWO
Château Léoville Barton
Around 20,000 cases of the Grand Vin are produced each year, although exact amounts
vary according to the vintage. The wine is vinified next door at Langoa Barton and is aged
for up to 20 months in a combination of new (50%) and 1 year old barrels.
The wine is made in a traditional style and the dominance of Cabernet Sauvignon in the
blend ensures that these are wines that age superbly.

1990:
Now considered to be one of the benchmark vintages of the 20th century, 1990 was one of the hottest years on record (including the hottest July) and even
the rains came at the perfect time to ensure a top notch harvest.
After some precipitation during September (just what was needed after a roasting couple of months) the weather cooled down but remained dry right up
until the grapes were picked. All of the major appellations were highly successful.
The wines have developed magnificently and continue to delight, with all the usual suspects (and many more besides) producing spectacular wines with
years ahead of them before full maturity.

1989:
This was a superb vintage that produced many wonderful wines, despite being slightly overshadowed by the success of 1990. It proved to be a very warm
year - so warm that harvesting took place very early and those estates that left the harvest late did so at the risk of losing acidity.
Even with lower than ideal acid levels, the wines have proved wrong the doubters that said they wouldn’t age well. They have remained ripe and plump with
silky tannins and enough structure to promise a few more years of improvement in the top wines.
			
Available

1: 1990 Château Léoville Barton					
12.5% ABV

2		

2: 1989 Château Léoville Barton					
12.5% ABV

2		

Retail price Tasting special
bottle price
£145

£130.50

£135

£121.50
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FLIGHT THREE

Château Léoville Barton
1986:
As is often the case with years that follow excellent vintages, the initial opinions on ‘86 were lukewarm. It began late but was warm throughout the summer
until a massive rain storm in late September dropped 10cm on Bordeaux.
The wines appeared quite hard and tannic early on, and only now are many of them beginning to open up and shake-off the austerity of their youth. Very
much a classic vintage of ‘vins de garde’, the wines are a combination of structure and poise with the best examples promising continued development if left
in the cellar.
1985:
’85 was another great vintage in what was a splendid decade for the wines of Bordeaux. The conditions were nigh-on perfect and everything seemed to go
according to plan throughout the growing season.
Some critics have been more enthusiastic than others on the development of the ‘85s, although in general the view is a very positive one. Michael Broadbent
rates it as his favourite vintage of the 80s, which is no mean feat when one considers ’82 and ’89.

			
Available

1: 1986 Château Léoville Barton					
12% ABV

2		

2: 1985 Château Léoville Barton					

2		

Retail price Tasting special
bottle price
£140

£126

£175

£157.50
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FLIGHT FOUR

Château Léoville Barton
1983:
Although the ‘83 vintage proved to be a solid, ‘classic’ vintage that produced many charming wines, some commentators felt that yields were a little higher
than they should of been and that some wines suffered a lack of concentration as a result. Proximity to the ‘82 vintage has meant that ‘83 has been largely
forgotten, with the exception of wines from the Margaux commune which in most cases (Palmer perhaps the most notable) outperformed the previous year.
At Léoville Barton this was also an important vintage as it heralded the beginning of Anthony Barton’s period in charge.
1982:
Initial misgivings from some commentators quickly gave way to a crescendo of enthusiasm for the vintage, with a certain Robert M. Parker Jnr staking (and
making) his reputation on his gushing praise of the 1982s. As is usually the case in top vintages the weather was exceptionally warm and in almost every
commune (Margaux is a notable exception) the conditions were considered to be the best since 1961.
Ripe and concentrated with plenty of structure, these were wines for the cellar and the best examples should be left there for a few more years. In general,
the ‘82s are drinking superbly well now and they will continue to provide excellent drinking for years to come.

			
Available

1: 1983 Château Léoville Barton					

2		

2: 1982 Château Léoville Barton					

6		

Retail price Tasting special
bottle price
£75.95

£140

£68.36

£126

LÉOVILLE BARTON

FLIGHT FIVE

Château Léoville Barton
1966:
An very satisfactory vintage that Michael Broadbent described as ‘a lean, long distance runner’, the growing season was textbook and harvest took place in
good conditions after the first week of October. Although many of the wines are starting to fade after more than forty years this remains a charming vintage
that, in the best examples, has aged gracefully and continues to provide pleasure to those of us that love fully mature claret.
1961:
If there was a competition for the very best vintage of the 20th century, then in all likelihood ’61 would (arguably, of course) slug it out with ’45 for the title.
In fact they were similar vintages as severe frost early in the growing cycle reduced the crop significantly in both years. The added concentration of the subsequent fruit produced wines of prodigious ageing capacity that are, in the best examples, still many years from fading.
1961 is legendary, and with Léoville Barton being one of the (many) outstanding performers of the vintage, it is a privilege to be tasting this wine tonight.

			
Available

1: 1966 Château Léoville Barton					

1		

2: 1961 Château Léoville Barton					

2		

Retail price Tasting special
bottle price
£235

£211.50

£490

£441

